


How we’re talking about the
Ninja® Foodi® MAX Dual Zone 9.5L Air Fryer 

AF400EU



Ninja® Foodi® Dual Zone Air Fryers: RANGE

AF300EU 7.6L AF400EU 9.5L

IN



AF400EU: PRINCIPAL HEADLINES

Messaging must deliver against the product proposition

The large capacity air fryer that cooks 2 
foods, 2 ways and finishes at the same 
time. 
Take mealtimes to the MAX – large 9.5L capacity 
More than an air fryer with 6 cooking functions



AF400EU : CLAIMS

Cook up to 25% more† 

Please ensure disclaimers are used whenever the relevant claim appears

†Compared to AF300EU, 7.6L

Air Fry – up to 75% faster than fan ovens*
*Tested against fish fingers and sausages, including pre-heat.

Air Fry – up to 75% less fat than traditional frying methods**
**Tested against deep fried, hand-cut French fries.



AF400EU: MESSAGING HIERARCHY

Elevator 
pitch:

Benefit:

How

With a large capacity and 2 independent cooking zones, mix and match cooking programs, 
times and temperatures across both drawers to create delicious meals – up to 75% 
faster than fan ovens*. 

Different foods, times and programs – ready 
at the same time! 

Want to Bake in one drawer and Air Fry in the 
other? Different cooking times for roast 
chicken and fries? No problem. SYNC to use 
different cooking programs, times and temps 
in each drawer – both finish cooking at the 
same time. Enjoy freshly-cooked mains and 
sides together or cater to two different tastes.

MATCH

Total mealtime versatility, perfect for feeding the whole household

SYNC EXTRA-LARGE CAPACITY 

Cooking for extra guests?

MATCH to use the same cooking program, 
time and temperature in both drawers. Make 
double the amount of food in the same 
amount of time. Just cooking for yourself? No 
problem – you can cook in a single drawer. 

.

Feeds 8+ people

Cook up to 25% more†. You can fit a 2kg 
chicken or up to 1.4kg of fries in each 4.75L 
drawer – that means you can easily create a 
complete meal of a whole roast chicken and 
crispy air fried potatoes, cooked in one 
appliance and ready to eat at the same time! 
†Compared to AF300EU, 7.6L

6 COOKING FUNCTIONS EASY TO USE

More than an air fryer

Max Crisp, Roast, Bake, Reheat, Dehydrate & 
Air Fry. Air Fry – Up to 75% less fat than 
traditional frying methods**
**Tested against deep fried, hand-cut French 
fries.

What will you make first?

Easy to use with a digital control panel and 
countdown timer. Non-stick dishwasher 
safe parts make cleaning easy. Includes 
Chef-Created Recipe Guide. 

*Tested against fish fingers and sausages, including preheat.



Different foods, times and programs – ready at the same time

Photography

The food outcome and the product are the heroes 
of our photography. Demonstrating the delicious 
food you can make with a Ninja product and the 
ease of use of the product to achieve this. People 
are also used in the photography to aid the 
demonstration of using the product, but to also 
provide warmth and authenticity to 
the photography.

AF400EU : LIFESTYLE PHOTOGRAPHY

More than an Air fryer, with 6 different  functions.

Large capacity for 8+ people

Easily fit a 2kg chicken in each drawer



AF400EU: LOGO

Stacked logo usage:



AF400EU: TECHNOLOGY VISUALS



AF400EU: LOGO



AF400EU: FONTS

Gotham Book
Gotham Medium
Gotham Bold

PRINT WEB FONTS

Gotham Black



CORP + BRAND NINJA: COLOURS

Euro-Pro Europe Limited, 3150 Century Way, Thorpe Park, Leeds, LS15 8ZB, 08492819
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